GROUP 1

A STORY ABOUT LOVE

There are two best friends. There are many communication problems between them. Jessy met Debbie at the nursery school and they became best friends. Jessy with Facebook met other people, especially Alex. Jessy talked with Alex about her problems and Debbie is excluded.

They communicated of many things like Jessy's problems but especially they talked about love. For Jessy love is a beautiful feeling, it penetrates in the heart, and for Alex love is Jessy.

Alex invited Jessy to have lunch together. During the lunch they had a good time and Jessy and Alex decided to see each other again. They went out together and soon they became very close friends.

Sometimes web or Facebook is also a way to keep in close contact with people far away from us. With this story we learn that Facebook, if used with discretion, is a very pretty social network!
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In the past people communicated only by words. After a lot of time, thanks to new inventions, communication had a significant development. Communication is essential above all nowadays.

When I was born there were many ways of communications. I liked to listen to the radio with my friends, while my father liked reading his newspaper sitting on his chair. My friend’s family bought a TV and when I went to his house, we looked at it for hours.

Today communication has marked many steps for the world, many social networks have been created to help many people to find themselves after many years. For example, my aunt, thanks to Facebook, a social network created in 2004 in the United States, found her dearest high school’s friends that she could not contact for a long time.

For this reason,

all the means of communications, like Facebook, TV, YouTube, Tweeter, create a lot of contacts among people all over the world. New technologies help us to share and discover new realities, different cultures, all sort of information, curiosities and new people. Thus, thanks to these new ways of interaction, anyone can communicate something in very short time and everywhere.

GROUP 3

Different kinds of communication

Communication helps us to live in a better society because, without it, we can’t interact, discuss or talk about problems of all kinds. Even in families children learn from their parents to use computer. FIORELLA

Teenagers spend their free time and enjoy themselves using a variety of means of communication, like TV, facebook and internet because they can also chat with their friends. ELVIRA
For example Mary spends her time on facebook, she chats with Lucy and asks her to go to the sea tomorrow. Unfortunately Lucy can’t, so Mary says to go next Friday. Lucy agrees because she has nothing to do and she loves doing sunbathing and having a good time with her best friend. At the end everything’s all right! MONICA

Now we can use modern media but there are other traditional ways of communication. Francesco, a dumb child, starts to communicate with her mom by drawings. Once Francesco tried to draw a child playing in a park. After many attempts, her mom understood what he would and therefore she brought him to play in a park! His dream is realized: now he can communicate easily with her mum! NOEMI

GROUP 4

(Beginning: Samuele)
Over time man had developments. The first men who thought about communication were two friends, Lucy and Sam. One day Lucy had a stone and Lucy beat the stone on the wall: the stone formed symbols on the wall and Sam thought that those symbols could form the alphabet.

During the afternoon the friends were stolen by bad people.

(Body 1: Mattia)
Those children searched a means to talk but they didn't succeed because the bad people divided the friends in two different rooms. Fortunately they understood that they can communicate through a glass that reflects the sunlight.

The children knew a deaf and mute child.

(Body 2: Giuseppe)
So the deaf and the mute understood and talked together, finally! The deaf talked him about his life and the mute talked him about his situation. He became mute after an infarct. Deaf child’s name is Mario and mute child’s name is Luigi. Finally they succeeded in talking together.

The deaf and the mute have two animals: a dog and a cat.

(End: Andrea)
After many days the dog and the cat succeeded in becoming friends and they spent many parts of their days together.